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Integrative Analysis of
Longitudinal Studies of Aging
• The IALSA network (NIH/NIA 1P01AG043362) is comprised of over
120 longitudinal studies on aging, health and dementia.
– Mix of samples aged from birth to 100 years, with birth cohorts ranging
from 1880 to 1980.
– Assessed from 1921 to the present.
– Time between assessments ranges from 6 months to 17 years (the majority
1-5 years), with up to 32 (typically 3-5) measurement occasions spanning 4
to 48 years of monitoring within each individual.

• Replication of results (i.e., direction and pattern of effects) across
populations, historical periods, measurements, designs, and
statistical models.
Hofer & Piccinin, 2009; 2010; Piccinin & Hofer, 2008

Maelstrom-IALSA Metadata Catalogue
https://www.maelstrom-research.org/mica/network/ialsa

Nature of Replications (Hendrick, 1990)
• Aspects of the total research situation that must be considered
– Subject characteristics
• Age, sex, education, SES,

– Specific research histories of subjects
• Previous test exposure

– Historical (socio-cultural) context
• Birth cohort, culture, education systems

– General physical setting of the research
• Group vs individual testing

– Control agent
– Specific task variables
• Measures (language, sensitivity, text size, mode of presentation)

– Primary information focus
• Instruction set for performing tasks (timed; speed/accuracy)

– Modes of data reduction and presentation

Longitudinal Observational Studies
• Potential Sources of Variation in Results
– Measures and Measurement Models
– Populations and samples (country, cohort)
– Design Factors
• Number, Spacing, and Duration of Observation
• Age / Cohort / Period (i.e., baseline heterogeneity)

– Selectivity / Incomplete Data
– Retest Effects
– Statistical Models (change, covariate adjustment)

• Emphasis on pattern of results (directionality)
– Maxwell (2012); West & Thoemmes (2010): “This variation may typically be
of only minimal scientific or policy interest, except when the reversal or the
elimination of a causal effect occurs.”

Integrative Data Analysis:
Systematic Study of Testable Hypotheses

• Cross-Method

– Sensitivity of results to design and analysis (e.g., different
models of change)

• Cross-Cohort (Between-Group)
– Changing outcomes and exposures, critical periods

• Cross-Country (Between-Group)
– Natural experiments: diffs in secular trends and policies

• Long-term longitudinal (Within-Person)

– Cognitive reserve (childhood IQ; educ), impact of early and
middle life predictors

• Prediction
– Extrapolation to prospective studies / recent birth cohorts

Expect Heterogeneity in Results

Result Heterogeneity and Replication
• Two studies does not a replication make
– One or two replications is insufficient to establish
the general finding (and range of generalization)
given the many potential influences that differ
across studies

• Need to consider heterogeneity
– Interplay between replication and establishing the
range of generalizability

• Large and complex problems
– Measurement heterogeneity
– Cohort/context/country differences

Heterogeneity: Multi-Study
Research Synthesis
• Measurement heterogeneity is determined by the use of different
measurement tools used for assessing outcomes, exposures, and
covariates and is conditional on the ability to harmonize or
sufficiently compare these measurements across studies.
• Analytical heterogeneity refers to differences across studies in
type of designs, analytic models, sample size, number of followups.
• Population heterogeneity represent the demographic differences
across the studies, like countries, culture, subgroups of
participants (e.g. age groups, gender). Understanding this type of
heterogeneity can help to better understand whether results from
analyses apply differently among subgroups.

Heterogeneity
• Sources to be equated/harmonized
– Research questions
– Measurements
– Statistical Models

• Sources to be adjusted for
– Sociodemographic variables, study/population
differences, selection/attrition

• Sources to be contrasted
– Effect modifiers: Sociodemographic variables,
population (country, cohort) differences, etc.

IALSA Coordinated Analysis
• Coordinated/Parallel analysis
– Aim: To maximize the data value from each study while
making results as comparable as possible
– Expect similar conclusions regardless of the exact
variables used.
• Construct-level comparison
• Common statistical models
• Emphasis on cross-study results

– Evaluation of sensitivity to statistical model
– Meta-Analysis / Meta-Regression
• Evaluation of subgroup interactions (e.g., age) across studies
Hofer & Piccinin, 2009, Psychological Methods

10. Does not require exact measures
or quantitative harmonization
• Measurement harmonization remains a major challenge
• What to do when measurements differ?
–
–
–
–
–
–

Co-Calibrate / Harmonize
Select items that are congruent (lowest common denominator)
Selection of studies with identical measures
Compare standardized effects (regression standardization)
Comparison of general factors (e.g., g: general intelligence)
Construct-level comparison

9. Broader inclusion of studies based on
construct-level measurements
Evaluation of the
harmonization
potential for the
processing speed
domain across
IALSA studies.
Vertices represent
studies (in yellow)
and cognitive tests
(in blue).

8. Practical Solution to Replication
Challenges

• Sequential replication: Evaluation of a published result on an
independent set of data.
• Meta-analysis (aggregate data): Combination of standardized
effects from a set of published findings in order to estimate the
general effect and to understand why studies differ in their
results.
• Coordinated replication: Coordinated analysis (i.e., same
statistical model) of individual data sets in ways that maximize
comparability across study results.
• Data Pooling: Combination of individual-level data sets within a
single analysis (i.e., individual patient meta-analysis, megaanalysis) permitting evaluation of both study-level and individuallevel effects.
Hofer & Piccinin, 2009, Psychological Methods

7. Application of advanced
longitudinal models

• Implementation of advanced statistical
models within all studies based on constructlevel outcomes and common covariate set
– Multistate models
– Growth survival models
– Common covariate sets across studies

• An identical analytical approach permits
comparability of pattern and magnitude of
effects

6. Fast generation of new results
across existing studies
• Open, direct and immediate comparison and
contrast of results across independent studies
– Evaluation of replication and cross-validation of
central hypotheses for development of theories of
aging-related changes from a within-person
perspective

5. Research synthesis in broad
multistudy context
• Meta-analysis of new study results in context
of previously published results (i.e., systematic
review)

4. Evaluation of Heterogeneity across Study
Results
• Cross-Method
– Sensitivity of results to design (e.g., different confounds)
and analysis (e.g., different models of change)

• Cross-Cohort (Between-Group)
– Changing outcomes and influences, critical periods

• Cross-Country (Between-Group)
– Natural experiments: diffs in secular trends and policies

• Long-term longitudinal (Within-Person)

– Cognitive reserve (childhood IQ; educ), impact of early and
middle life predictors, detection of indiv. change-points

3. Evaluation of country differences and
cohort trends
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NCDS 1958 birth cohort
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Childhood cognition
Clouston et al IJE 2013
IALSA/HALCyon collaboration

2. Does not require data sharing or
direct data access
• Workshop model
• Summary results shared for meta-analysis and
jointly-authored papers

1. Accumulation of knowledge based
on cross-validated evidence
• Open availability of analysis protocol, scripts,
and results

0. Advanced training and networking
opportunities for early career researchers
• Training of early
career individuals in
state-of-the-art
statistical modeling of
longitudinal data;
Encouragement of
cross-study
collaborations

An Essentially Collaborative Approach
• “Collaboration is a group problem-solving process
that requires the creative integration of needs and
joint ownership of decisions. It involves working in
teams, coalitions, alliances, partnerships, and
networks. It involves trust and consensus building. It
allows different leadership styles to contribute
simultaneously. The goal of collaboration is not to
solve problems through compromise but to achieve
synergies that lead to innovative solutions”
APA President Dr. Carol Goodheart, April 2010 Monitor on Psychology.

